
 
NEWS RELEASE — For immediate publication 

 

Montréal, October 5, 2017 – On view from October 18 to November 18 at Galerie Simon Blais will be the 

exhibitions Dérives et replis, by Louis-Philippe Côté (Gallery 1), and Extensions, décalages et propos 

ambigus sur la plasticité, by Jean-Sébastien Denis (Galleries 2 and 3). Vernissage: Wednesday, 

October 18, at 6 p.m.  

 

Dérives et replis (Gallery 1), by Louis-Philippe Côté 

 

Galerie Simon Blais is extremely excited to be able to present new paintings by Louis-Philippe Côté. 

Since 2015, Côté has been resistant to the idea of showing what is too obvious to us, in particular, the 

violence of images. Now more than ever, through the act of painting he seeks a state of mind, an 

unpredictable complexity, and an ever more profound need. In this new series of paintings, reading the 

works of Japanese writers like Junichirō Tanizaki and Osamu Dazai has led Côté to tackle a peaceful 

subject: on a lake, two girls in a canoe are preparing to leave the shore.  

 

Côté has attempted to explore a vision outside of time, an ephemeral beauty in which the perception of 

the world and the things in it are limited to a specific moment. Between the vision and its expunging, 

through repetition and stylistic exercises evolves an uncertain, cyclical universe. Like the vertigo induced 

by an unsettled world, vivid colours, strange depths and a flickering light appear.  

 

This momentary calm in Louis-Philippe Côté’s practice also provides him with a way to reinterpret a kind 

of painting from the past—that of Edvard Munch, Henri Matisse, Balthus, Giorgio Morandi and Jean Paul 

Lemieux come to mind. Once again, with these new works, Côté demonstrates his fervid spontaneity, 

skilled command of painting technique, and talent as a colourist.  

 

Born in 1976 in La Pocatière, Louis-Philippe Côté has explored the issues of space, system, violence 

and control through various series. His investigations have shown his interest in, among other things, 

colonization by machine, precognitive cut-up techniques, and science fiction. His work has been featured 

in many solo and group exhibitions, including at the Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal in 2014, 

Galerie de l’UQAM and the Musée régional de Rimouski in 2013, and the Leonard & Bina Ellen Art Gallery 

in 2012. Galerie Simon Blais has represented him since 2012. 

 

 



 

Extensions, décalages et propos ambigus sur la plasticité (Galleries 2 and 3), by Jean-Sébastien Denis 

 

Split into two parts, an exhibition of works by Jean-Sébastien Denis entitled Extensions, décalages et 

propos ambigus sur la plasticité will occupy both Galleries 2 and 3. Faithful to his method of creating 

through addition, the artist will present a dozen recent works on paper, although this time that has involved 

the provisional collage of various elements more than the use of the digital. The bright, sometimes 

fluorescent, colours that have made their appearance in his work of the last few years are certainly 

present here on Mylar, and contribute to the artist’s organized chaos.     

 

The fact that the exhibition takes up two areas of the gallery is not pure happenstance. The galleries made 

available to the artist establish a kind of dialogue, even a form of contamination, in such a way as to 

create a synergy between the two spaces. Their walls become porous boundaries. While, in Gallery 2, 

Jean-Sébastien Denis’ works on paper mirror the compositions of certain Plasticiens, in Gallery 3 he 

takes the idea further by using works by those same artists as basic material. The artist employs the 

intimate space of the gallery as an object—a complete work—on display, the result of an effort begun in a 

true laboratory ten days earlier. Extension: Gallery 3 examines various notions, such as the concept of 

framing, the duality of the lasting and the ephemeral, the ways in which we display works in galleries and 

their limitations, specific to the field of the visual arts.  

 

Accompanying Jean-Sébastien Denis on his investigation will be Paul Bradley, storyteller and director of 

communications at the gallery. Progress on this public act of art-making by Jean-Sébastien Denis will be 

documented and, beginning October 9, can be followed online at the following address: 

http://www.galeriesimonblais.com/en/room-3 

 

Since 1989, Galerie Simon Blais has showcased the talents of emerging and established artists working in 

such varied media as painting, drawing, sculpture, prints and photography. A dynamic exhibition space, 

the gallery is known both within Canada and abroad through its participation in various contemporary art 

fairs like Papier, Feature, Pulse Miami Beach, Art Toronto, the Art Now Fair in Miami Beach, SCOPE in 

New York, and VOLTA NY. 
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For further information:  Simon Blais – 514 849-1165   

   info@galeriesimonblais.com 

Galerie Simon Blais, 5420 Saint-Laurent Boulevard (north of Fairmount), Montréal 

 Opening hours: Tuesday to Friday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 


